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Abstract

Sulfolobus solfataricus is a thermoacidophilic Archaeon that thrives in terrestrial hot springs

(solfatares) with optimal growth at 80˚C and pH 2–4. It catabolizes specific carbon sources,

such as D-glucose, to pyruvate via the modified Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathway. This path-

way has two parallel branches, the semi-phosphorylative and the non-phosphorylative.

However, the strategy of S.solfataricus to endure in such an extreme environment in terms

of robustness and adaptation is not yet completely understood. Here, we present the first

dynamic mathematical model of the ED pathway parameterized with quantitative experi-

mental data. These data consist of enzyme activities of the branched pathway at 70˚C and

80˚C and of metabolomics data at the same temperatures for the wild type and for a meta-

bolic engineered knockout of the semi-phosphorylative branch. We use the validated model

to address two questions: 1. Is this system more robust to perturbations at its optimal growth

temperature? 2. Is the ED robust to deletion and perturbations? We employed a systems

biology approach to answer these questions and to gain further knowledge on the emergent

properties of this biological system. Specifically, we applied deterministic and stochastic

approaches to study the sensitivity and robustness of the system, respectively. The mathe-

matical model we present here, shows that: 1. Steady state metabolite concentrations of the

ED pathway are consistently more robust to stochastic internal perturbations at 80˚C than at

70˚C; 2. These metabolite concentrations are highly robust when faced with the knockout of

either branch. Connected with this observation, these two branches show different proper-

ties at the level of metabolite production and flux control. These new results reveal how

enzyme kinetics and metabolomics synergizes with mathematical modelling to unveil new

systemic properties of the ED pathway in S.solfataricus in terms of its adaptation and

robustness.
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Introduction

Sulfolobus solfataricus (S. solfataricus) belongs to the Archaea, the third domain of life. This

extremophile grows optimally in hot (80˚C), acidic (pH 2–4) environments where few organ-

isms can survive [1, 2], an adaptation whose underlying mechanisms are not well understood.

Interestingly, S.solfataricus shares some traits with organisms of the other two domains of life:

bacteria and eukaryotes. One of these traits is the central carbohydrate metabolism (CCM),

which resembles those of bacteria and lower eukaryotes in its complexity. S. solfataricus catab-

olizes several carbon sources into pyruvate (Pyr), which is then completely oxidized to CO2 via

the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, and reducing equivalents are channeled into the branched

aerobic respiration chain for energy production. Archaea utilize modified pathways, however,

characterized by many novel enzymes sharing no similarity to their bacterial and eukaryotic

counterparts. For example, D-glucose (Glc) conversion to Pyr in S. solfataricus does not pro-

ceed via the typical Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway (i.e. glycolysis), but through a

modified version of the Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathway [3] found in some aerobic bacteria

[4–9] and fungi [10]. This modified ED pathway uses novel biocatalysts and has two branches

—the non-phosphorylative (npED) and semi-phosphorylative (spED) [11–13].

The role of the two branches present in the ED pathway has been investigated in several

studies [14, 15]. Since neither ED branch allows for ATP gain by substrate level phosphoryla-

tion [11], the hypothesis that the parallel branches exist as ATP sources seems very unlikely.

Kouril and colleagues suggest that the spED branch has mainly a gluconeogenic function,

whereas the npED branch has mainly a glycolytic function [15]. However, the spED branch is

in principle capable of both gluconeogenesis and glycolysis and seems to be nessasary for nor-

mal cell functions, whereas the npED branch has only glycolytic function and, therefore,

seems to be dispensable for gluconeogenesis. Other studies suggest that these two branches

may confer “metabolic thermoadaptation” in (hyper)thermophilic Archaea [12, 16], since the

npED bypasses the thermolabile intermediates (triosephosposphates: GAP, DHAP and BPG).

In all hyperthermophilic Archaea studied so far the regulation of the glycolytic pathways is

excerted at the level of triose phosphate conversion by unique enzymes (i.e. catabolic non-

phosphorylating GAPN, gluconeogenetic classical GAPDH and PGK, gluconeogenetic bifunc-

tional fructose-bisphosphate aldolase/phosphatase) (for detailed discussion see [11]).

Here, we characterize the steady-state properties of the branched ED pathway in S.solfatari-
cus in a quantitative manner. To this end, we design a dynamic mathematical model describing

the complete ED pathway of S. solfataricus based on available knowledge. For the first time, we

parameterize large parts of this model with enzyme activities from cell-free (crude) extract

measurements, published Km values [13, 17–22], metabolomics data and enzymatic half-life

measurements. We validate the model using independent experimental data. Finally, we use

the validated model to address two questions:

• Is the ED pathway more robust to perturbations at its optimal growth temperature compared to
lower temperatures? and

• Is this pathway robust to one branch deletion and to uncertainty at the metabolite steady state
level?

Understanding the robustness of S. solfataricus’ CCM is a cornerstone toward understand-

ing how this organism evolved to thrive in hot, acid conditions. The knowledge gained by

studying such organisms offers great potential for biotechnological applications, where robust,

easy-to- use thermophiles might serve as cell factories to efficiently and economically produce

biofuels or fine chemicals under extreme reactor conditions. [23, 24]. The application of math-

ematical models can optimize the delivery of such results in terms of time and resources.
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Results

1. Model implementation and description

We implemented a kinetic mathematical model using a system of ordinary differential equa-

tions (ODEs). Our conceptual model of the ED pathway of S. solfataricus (Fig 1) combines sev-

eral published results on partial aspects of the CCM, such as a regulation motif accounting for

phosphoglycerate kinase (VPGK) inhibition [20] and a feedforward accounting for glycerate

kinase (VGK) inhibition. All details of the system of ODEs and the respective kinetics of each

reaction are described in the S1 and S2 Tables, S1 Dataset.

The ED pathway converts D-glucose (Glc) to pyruvate (Pyr) in S.solfataricus (for recent

review see Bräsen et al. 2014). The glucose uptake rate (Vup) represents the Glc transport into

Fig 1. Conceptual model of the Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathway in S.solfataricus. This pathway

catabolizes D-glucose (Glc) to pyruvate (Pyr) and has two distinct branches: the semi-phosphorylative (spED)

in blue and the non-phosphorylative (npED) in green. Both branches incorporate regulatory mechanisms (red

lines). Black lines represent the common branches of the network and gray lines represent ADP/ATP

phosphorylation/dephosphorylation and NADP/NADPH redox-reactions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g001
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the cell. Internal Glc converts to D-gluconate (D-Gat) via glucose 1-dehydrogenase (VGDH)

[17, 25–27]. D-Gat is, in turn, converted to 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate (KDG) via gluconate

dehydratase (VGAD) [18, 28]. KDG is the metabolite where the semi-phosphorylative (spED)

branch and the non-phosphorylative (npED) branch bifurcate [12].

In the spED branch, KDG is first converted to 2-keto-3-deoxy-6 phosphogluconate

(KDPG) and then to Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAP) by the reactions 2-keto-3-deoxy-D-

gluconate kinase (VKDGKi) and 2-keto-3-deoxy gluconate aldolase (VKDPG5A2), respectively

[13, 15, 17].

GAP, in turn, can be further transformed to G6P via gluconeogenesis or to Pyr via glycol-

ysis [15, 20]. In glycolysis, GAP is either reversibly converted to 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate

(1,3-BPG) by the classical GAPDH reaction (VGAPDH) [20, 29] or irreversibly to 3-phospho-

glycerate (3-PG) via the unidirectional, non-phosphorylating catabolic enzyme GAPN

(VGAPN) [21]. GAPN is activated by glucose 1-phosphate (G1P), which is implicitly consid-

ered in our mathematical model through the Vmax and Km values relative to the conversion

of GAP to 3-PG. 1,3-BPG, formed by GAPDH, is further converted to 3-PG by the PGK

reaction (vPGK) [20], which is coupled to ATP formation (substrate level phosphorylation).

Detailed enzymatic characterization revealed that vGAPDH and vPGK are gluconeogenic reac-

tions, whereas VGAPN is a glycolytic one. However, in this model, we consider vGAPDH and

vPGK as reversible reactions [20]. 3-PG is reversibly converted to 2-PG by the enzyme phos-

phoglycerate mutase (VIPGAM). 2-PG is the metabolite where the spED branch and the

npED branch converge.

In the npED branch, KDG is converted to glyceraldehyde (GA) and pyruvate via KD(P)G

aldolase (VKDPGA1). Glyceraldehyde:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (VGAOR) catalyzes the oxida-

tion to glycerate (Gly) using ferredoxin as co-factor [22] and, finally, Gly is transformed to

2-PG via glycerate kinase (VGK) [15].

In the lower part of the modified ED pathway (common to both branches), 2-PG is revers-

ibly converted to phosphoenopyruvate (PEP) by enolase (VENO), before pyruvate kinase (VPK)

produces Pyr and ATP (substrate level phosphorylation). In the anabolic direction, PEP is

formed from Pyr via the gluconeogenetic reaction catalyzed by phosphoenolpyruvate synthase

(VPEPS). Alternatively, Pyr is further oxidized via the TCA cycle and leaves the system through

the reaction VsinkPyr. For recent review see [11].

Co-factors may work as transductors of signal propagation, in a specific yeast population

and under certain well defined conditions that lead to oscillations [30]. In our model, we deal

with steady states. Co-factor ratios ATP/ADP and NAD(P)+/NAD(P)H are held constant in

our model, as previously done in S.solfataricus [15], as long as we don’t understand how these

co-factors are regulated. However, in order to prove our concept we released this constraint

and allowed for 25% variation (decrease and increase of ATP, ADP and NAD(P)H+ concentra-

tion, S1 Fig). These variations had no significant impact at the steady state level of the overall

metabolites of the modified ED pathway.

Details for the kinetic model including reaction kinetics, catalyzing enzymes and parame-

ters in the S1 and S2 Datasets. S3 and S4 Tables.

We included reactions for the degradation of the thermolabile intermediates GAP, 1,3-BPG

and PEP, based on available metabolite half-life measurements [20, 31]. We also considered

sink reactions in those metabolites connecting to other pathways not considered explicitly in

this study. Specifically, we provided GAP and Pyr with sink-reactions (VsinkGAP and VsinkPyr,

respectively). These metabolites connect to and are further used in gluconeogenesis to glyco-

gen and the TCA cycle to CO2, respectively.

Generally, biological organisms possess control mechanisms that assure essential physiolog-

ical activities, despite fluctuations in a determined range of temperatures. This evolutionary
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trait allows the dynamic adaptation of organisms when faced to temperature changes in a cer-

tain range. Specifically, S.solfataricus grows optimally at around 80˚C, but can survive in a

wide temperature range. We computed the influence of temperature on the system by applying

the Arrhenius equation to individual rate constants (Materials and Methods, Eq (9–11)).

Based on these results, we conclude that the enzyme activities account for the system’s behav-

ior when temperature is changed from 70˚C to 80˚C.

2. Model parameterization

Parameter estimation. Specific enzyme activities of 11 out of 25 reactions could not be mea-

sured due to low enzyme activities (i.e. technical limitations). Moreover, sink reactions also

had to be estimated. To estimate the free enzyme activities Vfree
max and sink rates Vfree

sink, we adopted

the following strategy:

1. Assume the validity of the Van’t Hoff rule to recover the steady states at 80°C using the 70°C
Vmax values (Eq 1).

SS80�CðVmeas
max;80

;Vfree
max;80;Vmeas

half ;80
;Vfree

sink;80Þ � SS
80�C
sim ð2V

meas
max;70

; 2Vfree
max;70;Vmeas

half ;80
;Vfree

sink;80Þ ð1Þ

Where Vmax,T indicates Vmax values at temperature T in ˚C.

2. Fit the free parameters such that the relative difference between measured (SSexp) and simu-
lated (SSsim) steady state metabolite concentrations of Glc, D-Gat, KDG and Gly become mini-
mal (Fig 2, Eq 2).

SSsim � SSexp
SSexp

ð2Þ

The pseudo-code of the optimization algorithm is detailed in Materials and Methods,

Parameter estimation.

Indeed, we could fit the free parameters such that:

SS80�C
sim � SS

80�C ð3Þ

Eq 1 is approximattley fulfilled with a ratio between both steady states of:

SS80�C

SS80�C
sim

¼ 1:008 ð4Þ

S2 Fig shows the simulated metabolite and flux steady state values for 70˚C and 80˚C.

3. Model validation

We validated the model by applying the same strategy as in the parameterization, but with dif-

ferent data sets: we halved the velocity parameters at 80˚C and compared the obtained steady

states (SS70�C
sim ) with the parameterized 70˚C model (SS70°C). Fig 3 shows the metabolite and flux

values between SS70°C and SS70�C
sim , as well as their weighted relative changes rc (Eq 5).

rc ¼
ðSS70�C

sim � SS
70�CÞ

SS70�C
sim

�
EiP
E

ð5Þ

where Ei/(∑E) is the relative weight of each metabolite or flux Ei in the overall network. rc val-

ues vary between -0.01 and 0.04 (metabolites, Fig 3A) and between -0.2 and 0.01 (fluxes, Fig

3B). Moreover, the average ratio between SS70�C
sim and SS70°C metabolites and fluxes is 1.01 and

Systems biology of the central carbon metabolism of S. solfataricus
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1.29, respectively. The agreement between simulations and independent experiments is

approximately 1:1. (S3 Fig shows the metabolite and flux values between SS80�C
sim and SS80°C).

To further validate the model, we simulated a knockout of the spED branch and compared

the estimated ratios for Glc, D-Gat, KDG and Gly with the experimentally measured metabo-

lite ratios for the corresponding knockout strain PBL 2025ΔSSO3195 (spED = 0) and for the

WT (Table 1). This simulation has a good agreement for Glc, D-Gat, GA and Gly and a lower

agreement for KDG.

Thus, our parameterized model gives consistent results and a very similar overall picture

for 70˚C and 80˚C for both the simulated (SS70�C
sim , SS80�C

sim ) and the parameterized (SS70°C, SS80°C)

steady states using data at respective temperatures (Fig 3) for the wild type. Furthermore, it

complies with Van’t Hoff’s rule and shows agreements between simulations and independent

experiments.

4. The modified ED pathway is robust to deterministic and stochastic

perturbations

Organisms evolved to be resistant towards environmental variations [32]. In fact, there are the-

ories, such as the theory of highly optimized tolerance (HOT), which argue that biological sys-

tems with greater level of complexity are, on the one hand, optimized to respond to certain

perturbations and, on the other hand, susceptible to un-antecipated perturbations, such as

infections [33, 34]. These perturbations constitute an addition to the biological system. There

Fig 2. Metabolome ratios for Glc, D-Gat, KDG, GA and Gly. Metabolome ratios calculated with Eq 2. Comparison

between the metabolomics experiments (metabolites Glc, D-Gat, KDG and Gly) and simulated metabolite concentrations.

Relative difference between simulated and experimental levels in blue; simulated calculations in red; experimental values in

orange.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g002
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are other types of perturbation, however, that mimic the deletion of specific components of a

network. For example, the two-branched HOG signaling pathway in yeast shows more robust

and faster responses than single-branched engineered yeast [35]. The ability to survive in such

conditions is usually termed as robustness [32, 36, 37].

Fig 3. Model validation. Comparison between SS70�C
sim and SS70˚C for metabolite and flux steady states. A-B) Pie Chart. Inner circle: percentual contribution

of each metabolite (A) or flux (B) steady states to the overall steady state at 70˚C (SS70˚C); Outer circle: percentual contribution of each metabolite (A) or flux

(B) steady states to the overall steady state at 70˚C (SS70�C
sim ) (0% contributions ignored); C-D) Bar Chart comparing the metabolite and flux steady states for

SS70�C
sim (Orange Bars), SS70˚C (dark red bars) and the relative ratio between SS70�C

sim and SS70˚C (blue bars). The left y-axis refers to the SS70�C
sim and SS70˚C and

the right y-axis (blue) refers to the relative ratio rc. C) Metabolite; D) Flux.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g003

Table 1. Metabolome ratios for Glc, D-Gat, KDG, GA and Gly for the WT and knockout. Measured and simulated metabolite ratios of the ED pathway

between PBL 2025ΔSSO3195 (spED = 0) and WT at 80˚C.

Metabolite Experimental Ratio Simulated Ratio Relative difference [%]

Glc 1.54 1 -35

D-Gat 1.09 1 -8

KDG 32.7 2.79 -91

GA 6 2.79 -53

Gly 2.91 1.44 -53

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.t001
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Although a definition of biological robustness in difficult to attain [38], Stelling et al. pro-

pose that robustness is “the ability to maintain performance in the face of perturbations and

uncertainty” [39]. These perturbations can be internal (model parameters) or external (input

conditions), or can be the lack of a module or component (deletion).

In the particular case of the ED pathway of S. solfataricus, the lack of a module corresponds

to the knockout of a specific branch. We tested the robustness of this biological system when

faced with internal and external perturbations. For this purpose, we used a deterministic and a

stochastic approach.

Deterministic approach: Single parameter sensitivity analysis. To test the robustness of

the system to single parameter changes, we calculated the sensitivity (S) of each metabolite to

changes of 20% in one Vmax parameter at a time. Calculation details in S1 Analysis. A sensitiv-

ity of S = 1 indicates direct proportionality of a change in a parameter and the considered out-

put. Values of S below two can be considered unsensitive.

We calculated the steady state metabolite concentrations with respect to perturbations in

Vmax values, which are the most likely to change with temperature (Fig 4).

The system has low sensitivivity to single parameter perturbations both at 70˚C and 80˚C.

In fact, the maximal sensitivity is of S = -1.8 and reflects the influence of VmBPG
vGAPDH on Pyr.

To further investigate the general sensitivity of a metabolite towards changes in Vmax, we

computed the average sensitivity of each metabolite over all parameters (Fig 4, bottom). This

average lays between -1<S<1 at 70˚C and 80˚C, which indicates that the system is overall

robust to single (Vmax) parameter perturbations at 70˚C and 80˚C.

The overall input-output behavior of the system is insensitive to perturbations both at 70˚C

and 80˚C.

Stochastic approach: Monte Carlo analysis. Stochastic external perturbations: We per-

turbed the input of the system, VmGlc
vUp, 50% around its original value. We applied stochastic

perturbations using the Monte Carlo method (further details in the Materials and Methods

section). We computed how changes in VmGlc
vUp will change the steady state of Glc (the first

metabolite of the network), and Pyr (the output of the network). Fig 5 shows the histograms

for Glc, (A), and Pyr (B), and the relative standard deviations (RSD) (S1 Text) of these three

metabolites, at 70˚C and 80˚C.

Changes of 50% in VmGlc
vUp imply a dispersion of 33% in Glc and 28% in Pyr at 80˚C. This

means that the system has a slightly tighter regulation mechanism in terms of the system out-

put (Pyr) as compared with the input metabolite Glc.

Stochastic internal perturbations: We perturbed all reaction velocities (Vmax and Vdeg) in

the model and checked how these perturbations affected the steady state of each metabolite.

Again, we performed this study for the model parameterized for 70˚C and 80˚C. We con-

ducted a Monte Carlo Analysis by simultaneously sampling experimentally measured veloci-

ties (Vmeas
max ) within their measured standard deviation or around 20% of their original value

using a uniform distribution for the fitted velocities (Vfree
max).

We calculated new steady states using these stochastically generated sets of Vmax ¼
ðVmeas

max þ V
free
maxÞ parameters and analysed their respective RSDs.

Remarkably, the RSD of Pyr decreased by more than half, from 22% to 9%, when

increasing the temperature from 70 to 80˚C; nevertheless, Gly is the most robust metabo-

lite to Vmax perturbations, with 7% RSD at 80˚C (Fig 6E). This metabolite from the npED

branch controls its own catabolism by inhibiting the enzyme VGK, responsible for its

degradation. On the other hand, GA (the metabolite upstream Gly), has the highest RSD

(Fig 6E).
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These results show that this mathematical model representing the ED pathway of S.solfatar-
icus is more robust to stochastic internal perturbations at its ideal growth temperature, 80˚C,

than at 70˚C.

The ED pathway robustly produces Pyr, when faced with deletion and uncertainty.

The structure of the modified ED pathway, with two parallel branches that split at KDG and

converge again at 2-PG, indicates modularity and redundancy in terms of system design, two

characteristics of robust systems. In this case, redundancy refers to a component that is not

strictly necessary to functioning, but can become necessary in case one other component fails.

This system design method is widely used in engineering and has been observed in biological

systems [35]. Moreover, whereas both branches are able to perform glycolysis, the spED

branch seems to be preferred for gluconeogenesis since it would require additional energy

investment at the level of the PGK reaction and proceeds via thermolabile intermediates.

Therefore, only the spED branch seems to be indispensable.

Fig 4. Sensitivity analysis. Matrix plot of the maximal sensitivities of the modified ED pathway in S. solfataricus at A) 70˚C and B) 80˚C. Columns represent

the Metabolites and rows represent the Vmax. “+”and “-”indicate whether the maximal sensitivity was obtained for +20% or -20% variation, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g004
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To test if this metabolic network is robust to deletion when parameterized with experimen-

tal data of growth at 80˚C, we simulated the knockout of either branch (SP = 0, NP = 0) and

compared the model behavior with the wild type (WT), where the two branches are active:

1. SP = 0: The Vmax parameter of the reaction VKDGKi is set to zero, to simulate the spED branch
knockout;

2. NP = 0: The Vmax parameters of the reversible reaction VKDGPA1 (acting on the npED branch)
are set to zero, to simulate the npED branch knockout;

3. WT: The original model of the ED pathway (from Glc intake to Pyr production) that includes
both arms of the pathway.

KD(P)GA is a bifunctional enzyme active on KDPG (spED branch) and KDG (npED

branch), meaning that, in experimental terms, the knockout of KD(P)G will automatically

shunt not only the spED branch, but also the npED branch. Consequently, this experiment is

not possible in the wet lab. However, using a systems biology approach, we can test in silico
how the system behaves when the npED branch is inactive and the spED branch is active.

Fig 5. Stochastic external perturbations. Histograms of Glc, (A), and Pyr (B), and the relative standard deviations (C) of these three metabolites, at 70˚C

and 80˚C, when VmGlc
vUp changes 50% around its original value. Red bars represent the model at 70˚C and green ones at 80˚C.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g005
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Fig 6. Stochastic internal perturbations. Histograms accounting for metabolites’ relative steady state variations after stochastically

varying Vmax. Red: 70˚C, Green: 80˚C. A) Glc; B) Pyr; C) Gly; D) GA; E) RSD and network elements. # means counts.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g006
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The ED pathway can produce Pyr when either the spED or the npED are set to zero. In fact,

the npED branch reports to be mainly responsible for Pyr production, because when this

branch is set to zero, the steady state levels of Pyr decreases (S4 Fig). Interestingly, when the

spED branch is set to zero, the production of Pyr increases. Thus, a notable amount of carbon

seems to be lost for Pyr production either through the degradation of the thermolabile metabo-

lites (i.e. GAP, BPG) from the spED branch and/or the sink towards gluconeogenesis vsinkGAP.

This indicates that 1) the spED branch can fine-tune the production of Pyr by potentially con-

trolling the concentration of thermolabile intermediates and thus their decomposition and re-

directing to gluconeogenesis (vsinkGAP) and 2) each branch alone can produce a substantial

amount of Pyr.

To test the contribution of each branch to the overall robustness of the system, we com-

puted the effect of Monte-Carlo perturbations at the level of Pyr steady state for the WT,

spED = 0 and npED = 0. The results show that Pyr steady states (absolute value (Fig 7A) and

RSD of Pyr steady states of all Monte Carlo iterations (Fig 7B)) are similarly robust in both sin-

gle branch mutants and the wild type.

To further investigate the systemic properties of Pyr production by the modified ED path-

way in S.solfataricus, we investigated the role of the negative feedforward mechanism (of the

npED branch) in terms of Pyr and Gly production in the WT model. The npED branch har-

bors a negative feedforward mechanism, where Gly controls its own conversion by inhibiting

the activity of the enzyme VGK [15]. To understand if this regulatory mechanism adds to the

robustness of Pyr, we randomly perturbed the inhibition parameters of the reaction VGK

around 20% of their original value, in addition to the Monte Carlo perturbations imposed to

Vmax. We checked the relationship between Gly and Pyr for two situations: 1) Monte Carlo

perturbations of Vmax (20%) and 2) Monte Carlo perturbations of Vmax (20%) and the inhibi-

tion parameters of the reaction VGK (20%). Fig 8 illustrates the analysis. We analysed further

the feedforward mechanism acting on VGK (S1 Analysis).

Perturbations on the feedforward parameters of vGK alter the steady states of Gly (Fig 8B)

and D) but not of Pyr (Fig 8C), indicating that this feedforward mechanism does not affect Pyr

(S2 Analysis). The reaction VGK functions as a throttle valve that controls the fluxes between

Fig 7. Robustness to uncertainty and branch deletion. Histogram accounting for uncertainty and branch deletion at the level of Pyr steady state. Blue

bars represent the histogram of Pyr production when the npED branch is set to zero (NP = 0), green bars represent the histogram of Pyr production when the

spED branch is set to zero (SP = 0), and red bars represent the histogram of Pyr production for the wild type (WT). A) Relative steady state values. B)

Absolute steady state values. # represents counts.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g007
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the npED and the spED branch and guarantees that internal noise will not affect the produc-

tion of Pyr. This has been shown experimentally by Kouril and colleagues [15] and our mathe-

matical model supports this notion (Fig 8C).

Taken together, these results suggest that the modified ED pathway can deliver Pyr robustly

when faced with deletion (spED or npED branch deletion) and uncertainty (random perturba-

tions). Both branches alone can robustly deliver Pyr, however, carbon loss through the spED

branch is diminished by re-directing part of the carbon through the npED branch, thereby

increasing the overall Pyr production. Moreover, Gly works as a stabilizer that guarantees a

robust delivery of Pyr in spite of perturbations.

Discussion

S. solfataricus thrives in a hostile niche where few organisms can survive. The evolutionary strategies

employed by this extremophile to survive in a hot and acid environment are not yet completely elu-

cidated. Nevertheless, S. solfataricus is used as a model organism for resisting and surviving in

extreme conditions, such as in simulated space environment [40]. In fact this study shows that

short-term storage of S. solfataricus at temperatures from -196˚C to 85˚C do not change signifi-

cantly the growth profile of this extremophile. Unlike the majority of organisms, glucose catabolism

happens via the modified ED pathway, which has two parallel branches and involves novel biocata-

lysts. The role of these two branches has been investigated by Kouril and colleagues who suggest

that the spED branch has a gluconeogenic function and the npED branch compensates for the

Fig 8. Perturbation of the negative feedforward reaction of the npED branch. Stochastic perturbations on the feedforward parameters affecting VGK.

A) Pathway diagram of the npED branch with perturbation on the feedforward connection; B) Parametric plot relating Pyr and Gly with feedforward

perturbations (red) and without feedforward perturbations (blue); C) Histogram of Pyr steady states with feedforward perturbations (red) and without

feedforward perturbations (blue); D) Histogram of Gly steady states with feedforward perturbations (red) and without feedforward perturbations (blue).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180331.g008
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deletion of the former, whereas the latter works as a control flux point via vGK [15]. Other studies

suggest that these two branches bring “metabolic thermoadaptation” to (hyper)thermophilic

archaea [12, 16], because catabolism via the spED branch proceeds via thermolabile intermediates

(i.e. GAP), which might result in carbon loss at high temperature [20].

Resistance to high temperatures and glucose metabolism via a branched pathway distin-

guish S.solfataricus from organisms of the other domains of life. To understand the role of

these two assets within the evolutionary survival strategy of S.solfataricus, we investigated the

ED pathway in terms of its robustness and ability to adapt to deletion and uncertainty, using a

systems biology approach.

Systems biology aims at understanding the emergent properties of a biological mechanism

by combining mathematical modelling with experiments [41]. This approach allows gaining

new insights into the dynamic properties of the biological system that would not be revealed

using solely an experimental approach.

Here, we present the first kinetically parameterized mathematical model of the S.solfataricus
ED pathway, from Glc consumption to Pyr production. This model includes not only experi-

mental data on enzyme activity, but has also been parameterized using metabolomics data.

The parameterized model can correctly predict its behavior at 70˚C, provided that Van’t Hoff’s

rule holds. It can also predict the behavior of internal Glc and of the metabolites D-Gat, GA

and Gly when faced with a knockout of the spED branch. This mathematical model can not

only predict the behavior of single elements, but also systemic properties of the ED pathway.

In fact, as shown in [15], the model supports that the reaction VGK works as a stabilizer that

controls the production of Pyr.

Several other studies have combined experimental data on enzyme kinetics with mathemat-

ical modelling to understand glycolysis in other organisms. Penkler and colleagues integrate

the enzyme kinetics of the Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas pathway of Plasmodium falciparum in a

mathematical model [42] and provide access to the model and data through the SEEK platform

[43]. Yeast glycolysis has been tested in terms of its enzyme kinetics and also brought together

in a mathematical model [44, 45]. In red blood cells, Mulquiney and colleagues present a

detailed kinetic mathematical model, focusing on the regulation of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate

(2,3-BPG) metabolism [46]. When experimental procedures are not able to deliver the kinetic

parameter values, a desired solution is to estimate those parameters in such a way that the bio-

logical properties of the overall network are kept consistent. However, the estimation of kinetic

parameters is an arduous task and some authors have proposed methods to estimate non-mea-

sured kinetic parameters. Saa and Nielsen [47] present a framework that conveys the system-

atic parameterization and sampling of enzyme reactions and Liebermeister and Klipp [48]

quantify uncertain parameters using probability distributions. Here, we use a heuristic

approach, guided by the aims to achieve i) steady states; ii) consistent predictions upon tem-

perature shifts based on Van’t Hoff’s rule and Arrhenius equations (Materials and Methods,

Eqs (8–11); and iii) consistent predictions of metabolomics data. We present here a mathemat-

ical model of the branched S.solfataricus ED pathway, parameterized with in vivo enzyme

kinetic data for different temperatures, which is able to consistently predict the metabolite

steady states of the ED pathway upon temperature shifts. We used the validated model to

study the behavior of S.solfataricus with respect to deletion and uncertainty. For that, we con-

ducted a robustness (and sensitivity) analysis in different perspectives.

There are several mathematical models accounting for specific phenomena of metabolism

in S.solfataricus. Kouril and colleagues determined in vitro specific reactions of gluconeogene-

sis of S.solfataricus and, with this data, reconstructed mathematically that pathway to show

that intermediate instability at high temperature can perturb pathway performance [20]. In

one other study, the role of the two ED branches is tested [15].
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Our mathematical model is the first model that combines the complete carbon metabolism

from Glc to Pyr and incorporates cell-free extract, half-life and metabolomics experimental

data for most of the reactions.

First, we tested how S.solfataricus adapts to growth at different temperatures. This archaeon

grows optimally at 80˚C, nevertheless, experimental data show that it is able to grow at other tem-

peratures. However, growth at 70˚C is slower than growth at 80˚C and the averaged enzyme

kinetics follow the Van’t Hoff rule [49]. We conducted a sensitivity analysis, by varying each Vmax
parameter at once around 20% of the original Vmax value, and we checked its influence on each

metabolite at 70˚C and 80˚C. Results show that the respective metabolites are insensitve to inter-

nal single parameter changes at both temperatures. S.solfataricus shows no sensitivity in the out-

put (Pyr) when the input reaction (VmGlc
vUp : ! Glc) changes. Following, we conducted a

robustness analysis by 1) stochastically varying the Glc uptake rate (extrinsic perturbations) and

2) stochastically varying simultaneously all the velocity parameters of the network (intrinsic per-

turbations). When faced with extrinsic perturbations, the system is marginally more robust in

terms of Pyr production, but there is no siginificant difference between 70˚C and 80˚C. When

faced with intrinsic perturbations, the system is consistently more robust at 80˚C not only in

terms of Pyr production, but also in terms of all the intermediates of the ED pathway represented

in this mathematical model. Together, this sensitivity and robustness analysis implies that S.solfa-
taricus can robustly cope with single parameter perturbation and adapts more effectively to sys-

temic, intrinsic stochastic changes when it grows at 80˚C as compared with growth at 70˚C,

which can add to an explanation why it can out-compete other organismns in this environment.

Second, we used the mathematical model to analyze the role of the two branches of the ED

pathway when parameterized with data at 80˚C. For this purpose, we set the velocities of the first

reaction of either branch to zero, and then checked the influence of each in the steady states of

metabolites and fluxes. The spED branch knockout implies an ascent production of KDG, Pyr

and Gly along with the activity of several fluxes of the npED branch. The npED branch knockout

will increase KDG and GAP and decrease Pyr and Gly production. Then, to test the robustness of

the system to deletion, we computed a Monte Carlo analysis to check how stochastic variations

influence the steady states of Pyr when one module of the network fails. Knocking out the spED

or the npED branch has a minimal effect on the robustness of the system, suggesting that the sys-

tem is extremely robust, even under extreme conditions, such as its optimal growth temperature

of 80˚C. Indeed, the perturbation of the feedforward parameters present in the npED branch dra-

matically affects Gly production but does not affect at all Pyr delivery. With this study, we con-

clude that the ED pathway is extremely robust at 80˚C, either when faced with deletion or with

uncertainty and that vGK works as a flux controller, making sure that the amount of Pyr remains

constant despite perturbations (experimental result verifies the model) [15].

In evolutionary terms, the cost of maintaining two parallel branches comes with the benefit of

robustness to deletion and uncertainty. More specifically, why maintain the dispensable npED

branch? Our mathematical model shows that, in fact, S.solfataricus has maintained the two

branches of the ED pathway as a survival strategy to endure in a hostile environment, supporting

a model in which both branches substantially contribute to pyruvate production under sufficient

internal glucose levels. However, pyruvate production through the essential spED branch is sub-

ject to carbon loss by thermolabile intermediates and a certain flux to gluconeogenesis. The

model supports a role of the npED branch to partly diminish this carbon loss by re-directing

some of the carbon to the npED branch, where no such losses are expected. This increase might

be sufficient to grant an evolutionary advantage and to justify the additional costs. This strategy

encompasses robustness to internal perturbations along with the lack of one branch and adapta-

tion to habitat changes, embodied by the ability to grow when faced with temperature changes.
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Materials and methods

Mathematical models were implemented in Wolfram Mathematica version 9. ODEs were

solved using the command NDSolve. The steady states were calculated by running the simula-

tions over a long period of time and testing if the rate of variation of the ODE variables (metab-

olites) did not change more than 10−6. This method can be applied to this particular system,

because it does not present oscillations.

Extrinsic stochastic perturbations: Monte Carlo analysis was done by stochastically varying

the input (Glc uptake rate) 50% around their original value and sampling them 1000 times

from a Uniform Distribution.

Intrinsic stochastic perturbations: Monte Carlo analysis was done by stochastically varying

all the Vmax parameters of the network around their standard deviation (for experimentally

measured Vmax) or 20% around their original value (for predicted Vmax) and sampling them

1000 times from a Uniform Distribution.

Available data

Enzyme activities. Vmax measurements using cell-free (or crude) extracts from S. solfatar-
icus give a better picture of in vivo enzyme activities than in vitromeasurements using artificial

enzyme amounts. To scale the cell-free extract enzyme activity to a single cell, we assumed a

protein concentration of 250 g/L cytosol to convert U/mg into mM/min [44]. However,

enzyme concentrations are likely to change upon temperature shifts and, therefore, specific

activities of enzymes of the ED were determined at 70˚C and 80˚C (assay temperature) in cell-

free extracts of S. solfataricus grown cells at 70 and 80˚C, respectively. We incorporated the

scaled enzyme activities in the mathematical model as Vmax values in the respective fluxes (see

Materials and Methods section). Notably, the measured enzyme activities comply with the

Van’t Hoff rule on average, i.e. they double with a temperature increase of 10˚C (S2 Fig).

Available Vmax parameters were set to the corresponding measured or published value and

multiplied by an internal volume factor per mg protein of 250 g/L cytosolic volume. Enzyme

activities (EA) were measured as U/g, where U = μmol/min. Fluxes in cells were considered in

mM/min. To scale the enzyme activity to a single cell, a factor of cytosolic volume of 0.250 g/

mL was incorporated in the EA parameters, so that EA�volFactor = [μmol/min/g�g/mL] =

>[μmol/(min mL)].

Km and Ki constants. Km and Ki determination in cell-free (crude) extracts was not possi-

ble due to the low enzyme activities. Since there were no temperature dependent values avail-

able for Michaelis-Menten constants (Km) and inhibitory constants (Ki), we used previously

published data. Furthermore we assume—in this particular mathematical model–for simplifi-

cation and due the lack of more specific data, that Km and Ki are temperature-independent.

We use, for the calculations in this mathematical model, the published Km and Ki values even

though, in some of the cases, these values were measured at different temperatures.

Half lifes. We included available half-life values for the metabolites PEP, GAP and

1,3-BPG [2, 20, 31] as degradation rates (Vmeas
half ). The half-life of 1,3-BPG at 80˚C was estimated

from the available measured data (Eq 6).

VBPG
deg 80�Cð Þ ¼ VBPG

deg 70�Cð Þ=Mean
Vmeas
half ð70�CÞ
Vmeas
half ð80�CÞ

ð6Þ

Half lifes were converted to degradation rates [1/min]. Km in [mM].

Metabolomics data. We parameterized the model with measured metabolite ratios of Glc,

D-Gat, KDG and Gly between 70˚C and 80˚C [50].
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These metabolomics data were used for Glc, D-GAT, KDG and Gly—determined for the

WT and spED branch knockout at 70˚C and 80˚C, respectively.

Parameter estimation

The model has the following distinct sets of temperature-dependent parameters: measured

Vmax values Vmeas
max , measured half-lives Vmeas

half , free Vmax values Vfree
max and free sink reactions Vfree

sink.

We fitted the free parameters such that Eq 3 is verified and that measured metabolite ratios

of Glc, D-Gat, KDG and Gly at 70˚C and 80˚C [50] are recapitulated (Fig 2 and Results sec-

tion). To this end, we used the following optimization algorithm described in pseudo-code:

Minimizethe sum of the respectivesquaredresiduals(SSR)(Eq7):

SSRðVfree
max;80;V

free
sink;80;V

free
max;70;V

free
sink;70Þ

¼
SS80�CðVmeas

max;80
;Vfree

max;80;Vmeas
half ;80

;Vfree
sink;80Þ � SS80�C

sim ð2V
meas
max;70

; 2Vfree
max;70;Vmeas

half ;80
;Vfree

sink;80Þ

SS80�C

 !2

þ

Glc70

Glc80
� 0:97

0:97

 !2

þ

DGat70

DGat80
� 1:27

1:27

 !2

þ

KDG70

KDG80
� 4:16

4:16

 !2

þ

Gly70

Gly80
� 1:91

1:91

 !2

ð7Þ

Where numbers indicate measured ratios.

Such that:

1. SS70°C, SS70�C
sim , SS80°C, SS80�C

sim are in steady state

2. Vmeasmax � SD < Vmeasmax < Vmeasmax þ SD

3. 10 < Vfreemax < 1000 U
g CE
h i

4. SSMetabolite < 100mM

Glc70/80, DGat70/80, KDG70/80 and Gly70/80 indicate simulated steady state metabolite con-

centration of Glc, D-Gat, KDG and Gly at 70˚C and 80˚C, respectively.

To have additional flexibility in the parameter estimation, we allowed the measured vmax

values to vary within their measured standard deviation. The free vmax values were constrained

to vary between 10 and 1000 U/g CE and simulated steady states were constrained to be lower

than 100 mM.

This optimization algorithm was implemented with the function NMinimize of Wolfram

Mathematica 9.

Metabolite initial conditions were all set to 0.1 mM, except for Glc and D-Gat which were

set to the calculated steady state concentration derived from the kinetic rate laws (S2 Dataset).

Variation of initial conditions did not change the final metabolite steady states.

We performed an identifiability analysis to the input parameters of the model, VmGlc
vUp, at

70˚C and 80˚C. Results show that VmGlc
vUp is identifiable both at 70˚C and 80˚C S3 Analysis).

Influence of temperature

We used the Arrhenius equation to incorporate the influence of temperature in the mathemat-

ical model. The Arrhenius equation is described by Eq 8:

ki ¼ Aie
�
Ei
RT ð8Þ
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Where ki represents the rate constants of the enzyme catalyzed processes including kcat. Ei
is the activation enthalpy; R is the gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Ai is the

pre-exponential factor. We want to analyze the effect of temperature in the system when it

changes from T1 = 70 to T2 = 80 [˚C] (T1 = 343.15 and T2 = 353.15 [K]), i.e., T2 = T1+10. Eqs

9–11 describe this process.

ki70 ¼ Aie
�

Ei
R:T1 ð9Þ

ki80 ¼ Aie
�

Ei
RðT1þ10Þ ð10Þ

The ratio between both yields:

R7080 ¼
ki70

ki80

¼
e�

Ei
R:T1

e�
Ei

RðT1þ10Þ

¼ 1:817 ð11Þ

Ei may be considered as temperature-independent constant and with characteristic activa-

tion energy of 60 kJ/mol. This yields R7080 = 1.817, and is in accordance with the Van’t Hoff rule

(the velocity of a reaction doubles when the temperature increases in 10˚C). Our experimental

data on enzyme activity further supports this. In fact, the average of the enzyme activities at

80˚C is the double of the average of the enzyme activities at 70˚C (S2 Dataset). Therefore, we

considered that the enzyme activity used in this mathematical model accounts for the tempera-

ture compensation based on the Arrhenius equation.

Model validation

After the incorporation of the experimental data at 70˚C and 80˚C and achieving a steady

state, we set the Vmax values at 80˚C to its half to simulate the behavior of the system at 70˚C,

using the Van’t Hoff rule. We named this model occurrence as “70˚C sim”. Then, we compare

the steady states of metabolites and fluxes at 70˚C with “70˚C sim”. We then computed the

steady states of Glc, Gly, GA and KDG when the spED branch is knocked out and compared

the model results with independent metabolome data measured for the strain PBL

2025ΔSSO3195 (spED branch knockout strain, [50], Table 1).

Experimental data

In vitro assays with S. Solfataricus cell-free extracts. To study the effect of different

growth-temperatures on the enzyme level, cell-free extracts were prepared from S. solfataricus
cells grown on glucose under standardized growth conditions at 70 or 80˚C, respectively, as

described previously [49, 51]. S. solfataricus’ original strain were ordered form the DSMZ in

Braunschweig (DSM 1617, https://www.dsmz.de/catalogues/details/culture/DSM-1617.htm).

Briefly, cells were resuspended in 0.1M HEPES/KOH buffer pH 7 at RT (0.5 g cells/ 1.5 ml

buffer) containing 5mM DTT and 1-times complete protease inhibitor (Roche). Cells were dis-

rupted by 4-times sonification (2 min, interrupted by 1 min cooling on ice, 5 min, amplitude

50%, time cycle 0.5). Cell debris was removed by centrifugation (16.000 x g, 45 min, 4˚C) and

the resulting supernatant dialyzed (Spectra/Por1 Dialyse Membrane MWCO: 3,5 kDa (Spec-

trum Laboratories, Inc.)) over night at 4˚C against 0.1 M HEPES/KOH buffer (pH 7, RT) con-

taining 5 mM DTT. The protein content was determined using the Bradford assay [52].

Subsequently, the obtained cell-free extract was used for the respective enzyme assay. For each

temperature 3-independent S. solfataricus cultures were analysed and for the different enzyme

assays three independent measurements as well as controls (e.g. by omitting either substrate or
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cell-free extract) were performed. Cells grown at 70˚C and 80˚C were assayed at their respec-

tive growth temperature, i.e. 70˚C and 80˚C respectively.

Enzyme assays using cell-free extracts (CE) of S. solfataricus. All except three enzyme

activities of the ED pathway could be determined in cell-free extracts of S. solfataricus grown at

80˚C (S2 Dataset). The enzymatic activities were measured in triplicate at 70 and 80˚C by

using 3 independent biological replicates (S. solfataricus cultivations) and specific activities

(Vmax values) were determined (S2 Dataset). The activities of KDG kinase (KDGK), glycerate

kinase (GK), enolase (ENO) could not be detected in the cell-free extracts, probably due to an

activity below the detection limit. However, characterization of the recombinant S. solfataricus
enzymes produced in E. coli was reported previously [15, 53].

Glucose dehydrogenase (GDH). GDH activity was measured in a continuous enzyme

assay containing 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5 at at the respective assay temperature), 10 mM

MgCl2, 10 mM NADP+, and 300 μg CE in a total volume of 500 μl. Reactions were started by

the addition of glucose (final concentration 10 mM). Enzymatic activity was followed by moni-

toring the increase of NADPH at 340 nm.

Gluconate dehydratase (GAD). GAD assays were performed as previously described in

[49].

Bifunctional 2-keto-3-deoxy-(6-phospho)gluconate/glactonate aldolase (KD(P)GA).

KD(P)GA activity was determined in a discontinuous enzyme assay in 400 μL total volume,

performed in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5, at the respective assay temperature) containing

either 30 mM glyceraldehyde (GA), 60 mM pyruvate or 40 mM GAP, 40 mM pyruvate and

350 μg CE. Reactions were started by the addition of one substrate (GAP or GA). The assay

mix was incubated in a thermoblock at 70 or 80˚C, and after 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 min of incu-

bation, 25 μL aliquots were withdrawn, respectively. The reaction was stopped by cooling the

samples on ice and by adding 2.5 μL of 12% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid. Enzymatic activity was

measured by using a modified TBA assay as described above.

GAP dehydrogenase (GAPDH). GAPDH activity was measured in a continuous enzyme

assay, monitoring the increase of NADPH at 340 nm. The assay was performed in 0.1 M

HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5 at at the respective assay temperature), containing 1mM NADP+, 150 μg

CE and 300 mM sodium arsenate in a total volume of 500 μl. Reactions were started by the

addition of the substrate (10 mM GAP).

Non-phosphorylating GAPDH (GAPN). GAPN assays were performed as previously

described in [49].

Phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK). PGK activity was measured in a continuous enzyme

assay monitoring the decrease of NADH at 340 nm. The assay was performed in 0.1 M Tris/

HCl (pH 6.5, at the respective assay temperature) containing 0.2 mM NADPH, 20 mM ATP,

25 μg recombinant S. solfataricus GAPDH (20 μl of a 80˚C heat precipitated fraction), 0.02 M

MgCl2 and 375 μg of CE in a total volume of 500 μl. Reactions were started by the addition of

3PG (final concentration 15 mM).

Phosphoglycerate mutase (IPGAM). PGM activity was measured in a discontinuous

enzyme assay at 80˚C. The assay was performed in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5 at the respec-

tive assay temperature) containing 0.1 M MgCl2 and 1 mg CE in a total volume of 500 μl. Reac-

tions were started by the addition of 3PG (final concentration 20 mM). Detection of the

produced 2PG was performed in a second step at 37˚C in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 7, RT) con-

taining 0.5 mM NADH, 5 mM ADP, 10 mM MgCl2, 4 U PK, 4 U LDH, and 4 U ENO (rabbit

muscle, EC 4.2.1.11, Sigma-Aldrich). Enzymatic activity was followed by monitoring the

decrease of NADH at 340 nm.

Enolase (ENO). Enolase (SSO0913) catalyses the interconversion of 2-PG to PEP. Enzy-

matic activity was measured in catabolic direction (conversion of 2-PG to PEP) using pyruvate
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kinase and L-lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) as auxiliary enzymes. The continuous enzyme assay

was performed at 50˚C (total volume of 500 μl) in 100 mM HEPES/KOH, pH 6.5 (50˚C), 10

mM MgCl2, 2 mM ADP, 0.5 mM NADH, 10 U PK, 6.5 U LDH, 0.16 mM or 0.28 mM 2-PG,

respectively and 3.68 μg of enolase. Enzymatic activity was followed by monitoring the

decrease of NADH at 340 nm.

For characterisation purposes, PEP and 2-PG formation due to enolase activity was fol-

lowed photometrically in a continuous assay from 50˚C to 88˚C at a wavelength of 240 nm

according to Warburg and Christian [54]. The assay was performed in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH

(pH 6.5 at 80˚C),10 mM MgCl2, 2 μg of enolase in a total volume of 500 μl. Reactions were

started by the addition of 2PG/PEP (0,01–5 mM). The produced PEP is detected directly at

240 nm in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5 at the respective temperature).

Pyruvate kinase (PK). PK activity was measured in a discontinuous enzyme assay in 0.1

M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5 at 80˚C) containing 300 μg CE in a total volume of 120 μl. Reactions

were started by the addition of PEP (final concentration 25 mM). Detection of the produced

pyruvate was performed in a second step at 37˚C and 340 nm in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 7,

RT) containing 0.5 mM NADH, 5 mM ADP, 10 mM MgCl2, 4 U LDH.

2-keto-3-deoxy-gluconate/galactonate kinase (KDGK). KDGK activity was assayed in a

continuous assay (total volume 500 μL) in the presence of 2 μg cell-free extract, 10 and 20 mM

KDG/Gal, 5 mM ATP, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM NADP+, 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5, 80˚C) and

2 μg Sso-GAPN (after heat-precipitation, see 2.6.3) and 50 μg of Ttx-KD(P)GA (fraction after

heat-precipitation) as auxillary enzyme, monitoring the formation of KDPG. However, it has

to be considered that the Ttx-KD(P)GA is also able to directly metabolize the substrat of this

enzyme assay (KDG/Gal) to GA and pyruvate.

Glycerate kinase (GK). GK activity in cell-free extracts was determined in a discontinu-

ous test at 80˚C, which monitors the glycerate-dependent formation of ADP. The phosphory-

lation of glycerate by ATP was followed by coupling the formation of 2PG to the oxidation of

NADH via enolase (rabbit muscle), PK (rabbit muscle) and LDH (rabbit muscle) at 37˚C. The

GK assay was performed in 0.1 M HEPES/KOH (pH 6.5, 80˚C) in the presence of 1 mg crude

extract, 10 and 20 mM ATP, 5 mM EGTA and 20 mM MgCl2. The reaction was started by the

addition of 5 mM D-glycerate and stopped after 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 min of incubation time on

ice. The indicator reaction (500 μL total volume) was performed in 0.1 mM HEPES (pH 7,

RT), containing 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ADP, 0.5 mM NADH, 3.5 units of PK (rabbit muscle),

2.5 units of LDH (rabbit muscle) and 100 μL aliquots from the GK assay. The reaction was

started by addition of 1 U enolase (rabbit muscle).

Phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PEPS). PEPS activity was determined at 70˚C using a

discontinuous assay according to Eyzaguirre et al. [55]. The standard assay (total volume 25–

50 μl) was performed in 100 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.0 (at 70˚C), in the presence of 30 mM β-mer-

captoethanol, 0.1–10 mM pyruvate, 0.1–10 mM ATP, 10 mM MgCl2 and 20 μg of enzyme. The

amount of PEP formed by PEPS activity after 60–300 s was determined at room temperature

in 0.5 ml 100 mM Tris/ HCl, pH 7.0, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM ADP and 0.8 mM NADH by calcu-

lating the decrease in absorption at 366 nm using 10 U lactate dehydrogenase (LDH, rabbit

muscle) and 5 U PK (rabbit muscle) as auxiliary enzymes.

Metabolomics experiments were conducted as previously described [15],[50].
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